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Abstract— We study a class of distributed optimization problems of minimizing the sum of potentially non-differentiable
convex objective functions (without requiring strong convexity).
A novel approach to the analysis of asynchronous distributed
optimization is developed. An iterative algorithm based on dual
decomposition and block coordinate ascent is implemented in
an edge based manner. We extend available results in the
literature by allowing multiple and potentially overlapping
blocks to be updated at the same time with non-uniform
probabilities assigned to different blocks. Sublinear convergence
with probability one is proved for the algorithm under the
aforementioned weak assumptions. A numerical example is
provided to illustrate the effectiveness of the algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed optimization is becoming increasingly important as it has wide applications in areas such as resource allocation [22] (e.g. power networks, communication networks,
robotics, and so on), distributed learning [15], distributed
model predictive control (MPC) [4], and many others. We
adopt the view presented in [2] where numerical computations are assigned to a group of processors (or agents)
that exchange their information with others synchronously or
asynchronously to minimize an objective function of interest.
For a more recent survey on distributed optimization see [24].
The available results on distributed optimization can be
roughly classified as primal methods and dual methods.
Primal methods are largely based on consensus theory where
agents solve their own local problems independently while
guaranteeing that all local decision variables converge to
the solution of the distributed optimization problem [13].
Dual methods rely on the idea of dual decomposition where
the agents share and update common dual variables. These
common dual variables under certain assumptions then will
converge to the dual optimal variable which corresponds to
a primal optimal solution under strong duality. Distributed
dual methods are studied under different assumptions such
as fixed communication network with and without delays [5],
[9], [18], [19] and time-varying networks [6]. The majority
of these methods assume synchronous communication and
computation.
Asynchrony in communication and computation is more
realistic because different agents or processors may have
different computational capabilities. Moreover, their communication also depends on the bandwidth and capacity of the
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network which may be affected by potential packet dropouts
[17]. Also, if the size of the network is large, it may be costly
to synchronize the network.
In this work, we study a class of distributed dual subgradient1 algorithms for minimizing the sum of convex objective
functions that have partially overlapping dependences. This
enables our algorithm to solve distributed MPC problems
with semi-definite costs. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
•

•

•

We assume only convexity of the objective function
without appealing to its differentiability. Consequently,
we in general do not have differentiability of the dual
objective function. The majority of existing literature
relies on stronger assumptions such as Lipschitz or
bounded gradients of the primal objective function [13],
[14], [23].
We establish that this problem can be reformulated
as block coordinate decent for a potentially nondifferentiable convex function. This is different from
the literature including [21], [14] and [11].
We prove almost sure convergence of the algorithm
under the assumption that each block is to be activated
with equal probability by allowing the overlapping
blocks with non-uniform activating probability. This is
different from the set-up considered in [14], where each
block is activated with uniform probability. Moreover,
an estimate of convergence rate is provided.

By applying dual decomposition to the problem, we formulate the dual problem which has a separable structure. This
enables us to assign a primal problem that is of a smaller
size to each agent. In order to perform the dual update,
the pair of agents that correspond to two coupled functions
need to exchange their solutions to their primal problems.
We allow these communications to be asynchronous by
allowing only a subset of dual variables to be updated in one
iteration, thus saving communication resources. We model
this asynchrony in a stochastic setting that will be detailed
in Section III. We show that this set-up results in a random
block coordinate ascent problem for a concave function
[11], [21], and we provide sufficient conditions to show
almost sure convergence to the solution of the dual problem.
Under strong duality we also solve the primal problem in a
stochastic setting.
1 With some abuse of notations, we use ascent/descent (although our
update may not necessarily be an ascent/descent direction) and subgradient/supergradient interchangeably in this work due to the relationship
between convexity and concavity.

The most closely related works include [23], where an
asynchronous distributed gradient method is proposed based
on dynamic average consensus. Heterogeneous constant stepsizes are used for agents in the network and each agent is
allowed to have its own local clock to trigger communication.
Non-uniform stepsizes are also used in [8] to account for the
asynchronous nature of the network. In [20], the distributed
ADMM is extended to allow asynchronous updates while
achieving an O(1/k) convergence rate. Another related work
is [7], where a fully asynchronous and distributed algorithm
is proposed to solve problems in which both the objective
function and the constraints may be non-convex using the
method of multipliers. It is shown in the paper that the resulting distributed algorithm is equivalent to block coordinate
descent for the augmented Lagrangian.
The subsequent sections are organized as follows: In
Section II, we give the precise problem formulation and the
corresponding dual optimization problem. In Section III, we
develop the asynchronous block coordinate ascent algorithm
based on the dual optimization problem whose convergence
analysis is provided in Section IV. In Section V, we give
a numerical example to illustrate our theoretical results.
Finally, conclusions and possible future research directions
are given in Section VI.
Notations: Let R be the set of real numbers and Rn be the
n-dimensional Euclidean space. || · || denotes the Euclidean
norm of a vector x ∈ Rn and the induced norm of a matrix,
respectively, and | · | denotes the cardinality of a set. The m
dimensional identity matrix is denoted by Im and m will be
omitted when it does not cause any confusion. For a convex
(resp., concave) function f , ∂f denotes its subdifferential
(resp., superdifferential) set.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider an optimization problem, where N individual
agents are employed to cooperatively minimize the sum of N
individual objective functions that have partially overlapping
dependences. The interconnection of the agents is described
by an undirected graph G = (V, E) [10], where V =
{1, 2, ..., N } is the set of nodes, E ⊆ V × V is the set of
edges. An edge (i, j) ∈ E means that agent i is able to
access information from agent j. The problem we study is
formally given by
minn F (x) =

x∈R

N
X

fi (xi )

i=1

(1)

s.t. Eij xi − Eji xj = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ E,
where xi ∈ Rni is the localPvariable held by agent i ∈ V,
N
x = [xT1 xT2 ... xTN ]T ∈ Rn , i=1 ni = n is the collection of
ni
all local variables, fi : R → R is the individual objective
function of agent i that satisfies the following assumption
Assumption 1: Each individual objective function fi is
convex.

The matrices Eij and Eji are selection matrices for the pair
of agents i, j that characterize how the individual functions
share common variables. For example, if we have F (x) =

f1 (x1 , x2 ) + f2 (x2 , x3 , x4 ) for some scalars x1 , x2 , x3 and
x4 , then we have E12 = [0 1] and E21 = [1 0 0]. If we
n
have n1 = n2 = ... = nN = N
, and Eij = I Nn , ∀i, j ∈
V, the problem considered becomes the optimal consensus
problem [13]. We now introduce the dual variables λij ,
for agents i, j ∈ V that share common variables, which is
associated with the constraint Eij xi = Eji xj . To prevent
unnecessary communications, agents that do not share any
common variables are not required to communicate. Therefore, there is no communication link between such agents,
i.e. (i, j) ∈
/ E. Consequently, the communication graph G
may not be complete or connected. As a result, we use
an edge-based communication structure by assigning a dual
vector λij corresponding to constraint Eij xi − Eji xj = 0
and edge (i, j) to agent i if (i, j) ∈ E + := {(i, j) ∈ E :
i < j} and to j otherwise2 . For notational simplicity, we
introduce the vector λ = [..., λTij , ...]T , ∀(i, j) ∈ E + that
contains all thePdual variables.
P The Lagrangian L is given
N
by L(x, λ) := i=1 fi (xi ) + (i,j)∈E + λTij (Eij xi − Eji xj ).
The corresponding dual function is the infimum with respect
to the primal variables, which may not be differentiable under
Assumption 1
Q(λ) := infn L(x, λ).

(2)

x∈R

Due to the finite
PN sum structure of F (x), (2) can be re-written
as Q(λ) = i=1 qi (λ), where the individual functions qi are
given by
X
X
qi (λ) = infn fi (xi ) +
λTij Eij xi −
λTji Eij xi ,
xi ∈R

i

j∈Ni+

j∈Ni−

(3)
where Ni+ = {j ∈ V : (i, j) ∈ E + } and Ni− = {j ∈ V :
(j, i) ∈ E + }. It can be seen that the functions qi (λ) depend
on the dual variable λ only, and the infimum is taken over
local variables xi . This allows the agents to individually,
locally compute qi (λ). The Lagrange dual problem is given
by
max Q(λ).
λ

(4)

We further assume the following:
Assumption 2: There exists at least one finite λ∗ such that
∗
q := Q(λ∗ ) = maxQ(λ). Moreover, for real λ there exists
λ

at least one bounded x that minimizes L(x, λ).

Remark 1: The convexity assumption on individual functions fi ensures that F is also convex. Thus, Assumption 2
ensures that there exists an optimum x∗ ∈ Rn to the primal
problem (1). Furthermore, problem (1) is convex with linear
equality constraints and hence the Slater’s conditions hold
[3]. This means the primal solutions can be computed by
solving (3) individually, after the dual solution is found by
solving (4).

2 Depending on different ways of writing the equality constraint in (1),
there are multiple ways of possible dual variable assignments resulting in
different communication graphs. However, the corresponding problems are
mathematically equivalent to the one discussed in our paper and can be
analyzed using the same approach with some notational changes only.

III. A SYNCHRONOUS B LOCK C OORDINATE A SCENT
A LGORITHM
In this section, we address the dual problem (4) following
a novel approach where the updates of the dual variables are
viewed as updates in an asynchronous block coordinate ascent algorithm. Note that, the standard supergradient update
for the dual problem is as follows
λ(k + 1) ∈ λ(k) + α(k)∂Q(λ(k)),

(5)

where λ(k) is the value of λ at iteration k and α(k) > 0 is
the stepsize. It can be shown that (see [14] for example), the
above supergradient update (5) for a single vector containing
dual variables λij is given by
λij (k + 1) = λij (k) + α(k)(Eij x∗i (k) − Eji x∗j (k)),

(6)

where x∗i (k) is a solution of the primal problem for agent i
given λ(k).
Definition 1: The set of edges (i, j) are called activated
at time instance k if agent i obtains x∗j (k) from agent j via
(i, j) at k and are denoted by Ak . Otherwise, the edges are
called idle at k and are denoted as Ik .

The edge based distributed algorithm is implemented in
the following way and is formally given in Algorithm 1:
i) Each agent i individually solves its primal problem (3)
using dual variables available to i so far to get the
solution x∗i .
ii) Agents i and j such that (i, j) ∈ Ak exchange their
local variables x∗i and x∗j via the edge (i, j).
iii) For such agents, an update for λij given by (6) is
performed which can be seen as an update of a block
of the dual variables [21].
Algorithm 1 Asynchronous Block Coordinate Ascent Algorithm
1: Initialization: Assign λij (0) to agents i such that
(i, j) ∈ E.
2: Primal Update: For all agents i ∈ V, compute
X
xi (k) :=arg min fi (xi ) +
λTij (k)Eij xi
xi ∈Rni

−

X

j∈Ni+

λTji (k)Eij xi .

j∈Nj−

3:

Dual Update: For all edges (i, j) ∈ E that are activated,
i.e. (i, j) ∈ Ak , the corresponding agents i and j talk to
each other

where we activate only a subset of the edges which can be
from all possible combinations of the edges. Moreover, it is
assumed that the local primal problems (3) are solved by the
agents in finite time with negligible errors so that activated
edges perform the exact dual update (6). We refer the readers
to [12] for a detailed discussion on dual decomposition using
approximate primal solutions.

Since we have a total of |E + | constraints, therefore, there
+
are 2|E | possible realizations of Ak at any k including the
cases where all or none of the edges are activated. This set-up
may also be used to model potential link failures and packet
dropouts typically seen in networked systems [17]. We assign
+
to each one of these 2|E | possibilities a random selection
|E + |
matrix Ui , 1 ≤ i ≤ 2
. Each Ui is a diagonal matrix
with only 1s and 0s indicating which edges are activated in
the sense of Definition 1. Additionally, we define pi to be
the probability of edges corresponding to Ui being activated
and the probability distribution is assumed to be i.i.d. and
satisfies the following condition:
P2|E + |
Assumption 3: The matrix
i=1 Ipi >0 Ui is full rank,
where Is is the characteristic function that is 1 if the
statement s is true and is 0 otherwise.

Under Assumption 3, each edge has a strictly positive
P2|E + |
probability of being activated. Otherwise,
i=1 Ipi >0 Ui
will have at least one 0 diagonal element. The iteration given
in Algorithm 1 can now be written as
λ(k + 1) ∈ λ(k) + α(k)U (k)∂Q(λ(k)),

(7)

+

where U (k) ∈ {Ui : 1 ≤ i ≤ 2|E | } and is selected
randomly.
Remark 3: Assumption 3 is weaker than those commonly
used in random block coordinated descent literature where
the block is selected by uniform randomization over the
blocks [21], [14]. This assumption can be satisfied by assigning heterogeneous random clocks to the agents that hold dual
variables or can be regarded as a way of modelling complex
behaviour including computation time of the primal problem
and data dropouts.

Before we state the main result of this paper, we state an
assumption about the concave function Q which enables the
convergence analysis.
Assumption 4: There exists a scalar c, such that
c2 (1 +

inf ||λ(k) − λ∗ ||2 ) ≥ ||gQ (λ)||2 , ∀k ≥ 0,

λ∗ ∈Λopt

λij (k + 1) = λij (k) + α(k)(Eij xi (k) − Eji xj (k)).
For all edges (i, j) ∈ E that are idle, i.e. (i, j) ∈ Ik
λij (k + 1) = λij (k).
4:

Set k → k + 1 and go to Step 2.

Remark 2: We do not require that all neighboring agents
exchange information at the same time. Instead, we consider
an asynchronous implementation of the distributed algorithm

where gQ (λ) ∈ ∂Q(λ) and Λopt denotes the set of maximizers of Q.

Remark 4: This assumption can be satisfied by requiring the inequality to hold for all λ (however, this is not
necessary) and is weaker than both the bounded gradient/subgradient assumption used in [19] and the Lipschitz
continuous gradient assumption used in [14]. It allows the
gradient to be unbounded when λ is far away from Λopt as
well as not decreasing to 0 when λ is close to Λopt .


IV. C ONVERGENCE A NALYSIS
A. Almost Sure Convergence
In this part we analyse the evolution of λ. As mentioned in
the previous section, we formulate the dual problem as block
coordinate ascent for a potentially non-differentiable concave
P2|E + |
function. First, we define the matrix A := i=1 pi Ui which
characterizes the average behaviour of the supergradient of Q
over the blocks and is guaranteed to be diagonal and positive
definite by Assumption 3. Then, we have the following result
that will be central to our analysis.
Lemma 1: Let Assumptions 1-4 hold and define y(k) =
1
1
A− 2 λ(k), P (y) = Q(A 2 y), λ̃(k) = λ(k) − λ∗ and ỹ(k) =
y(k) − y ∗ . Then given the past history represented by the σfields Fk := σ(λ(i), i ≤ k), we have the following inequality
for Algorithm 1

addition, let v(k), a(k), w(k) and u(k) be nonnegative
random variables and let the following relation hold with
probability one for any k ≥ 0
E[v(k + 1)|Fk ] ≤ (1 + a(k))v(k) − u(k) + w(k), (9)
P∞
P∞
where k=0 a(k) < ∞ and k=0 w(k) < ∞ are satisfied
almost surely. Then the sequence v(k) will converge to
some random variable v almost surely and we further have
P
∞

k=0 u(k) < ∞ almost surely.
Now we are ready to state our first main result, which
states that Algorithm 1 almost surely converges to one of
the optimal points.
Theorem 1: Consider the sequences λ(k) generated by
Algorithm 1. Suppose Assumptions 1–4 hold. Then, for
stepsizes satisfying
∞
X

E[||ỹ(k + 1)||2 |Fk ] ≤ (1 + α2 (k)c2 ||A||2 )||ỹ(k)||2
∗

2

where c comes from Assumption 4.

Proof:
If λ(k) is given, U (k) is the only
source of randomness in the above iteration. The iteration (7) can be written as λ(k + 1) = λ(k) +
1
1
α(k)U (k)A− 2 A 2 gQ (λ(k)). On the other hand, we have
1
1
1
∂P (y) = A 2 ∂Q(A 2 y) = A 2 ∂Q(λ). This implies that for
1
1
∗
∗
y such that ∂P (y ) = 0, we have A 2 ∂Q(A 2 y ∗ ) = 0.
∗
− 12 ∗
Hence y = A λ . Consequently, (7) can be written
1
1
as ỹ(k + 1) = ỹ(k) + α(k)A− 2 U (k)A− 2 gP (y(k)) =
1
−1
ỹ(k) + α(k)A U (k)gP (y(k)) by left multiplying A− 2 on
both sides of (7) where gP ∈ ∂P . Using the fact that
U 2 (k) = U (k), we have
E[||ỹ(k + 1)||2 |Fk ]
= E[||ỹ(k) + α(k)A−1 U (k)gP (y(k))||2 |Fk ]
2

= ||ỹ(k)|| + 2α(k)[A

−1

= ||ỹ(k)|| + 2α(k)[gP (y(k))] ỹ(k)
+ α2 (k)[gP (y(k))]T A−1 gP (y(k)).
Due to the fact that P is a concave function of y, we can
upper bound the second term in above inequality
− 2α(k)[P (y ∗ ) − P (y(k))].

(8)

1

Assumption 4 and the fact that gP (y) = A 2 gQ (λ) yield
2

(10)

we have lim ||y(k) − y ∗ || = 0 for some y ∗ ∈ Yopt and
k→∞

lim P (y(k)) = p∗ almost surely, where p∗ := P (y ∗ ) =

k→∞

maxP (y) and Yopt denotes the set of maximizers of P .
y

Moreover, we have lim ||λ(k) − λ∗ || = 0 for some λ∗ ∈
k→∞

Λopt and lim Q(λ(k)) = q ∗ almost surely.

k→∞
P∞
Since we have
= ∞ and
k=0 a(k)
P∞ Proof:
2
k=0 a (k) < ∞, from the result of Lemma 1, we can take
the sequence ||λ̃(k)||2 , 2α(k)(P (y ∗ )−P (y(k))) and α2 (k)c2
as sequences v(k), u(k) and w(k) respectively in (9). Furthermore, a(k) in (9) is taken as a(k)
α2 (k)c2 , ∀k ≥ 0.
P=
∞
∗
Then by Lemma 2, we have that
k=0 2α(k)(P (y ) −
2
P (y(k))) < ∞ and ||ỹ(k)|| will converge to some random
variable almost surely. This implies
(11)

k→∞

T

E[||ỹ(k + 1)||2 |Fk ] ≤ ||ỹ(k)||2 + α2 (k)||gQ (λ(k))||2

α2 (k) < ∞,

k=0

AgP (y(k))] ỹ(k)

2

∞
X

lim sup P (y(k)) = p∗ .

T

+ E[α2 (k)[gP (y(k))]T A−2 U 2 (k)gP (y(k))|Fk ]

2

k=0

2

− 2α(k)(P (y ) − P (y(k))) + α (k)c ,

α(k) = ∞ and

∗

E[||ỹ(k + 1)|| |Fk ] ≤ ||ỹ(k)|| − 2α(k)[P (y ) − P (y(k))]
+ α2 (k)c2 ||λ̃(k)||2 + α2 (k)c2
≤ (1 + α2 (k)c2 ||A||)||ỹ(k)||2 − 2α(k)[P (y ∗ ) − P (y(k))]
+ α2 (k)c2 ,
which proves Lemma 1.
Next, we state the supermartingale convergence result by
Robbins and Siegmund [1].
Lemma 2: Let (Ω, F, P) be a probability space and F0 ⊂
F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fk be a sequence of σ-subfields of F. In

Moreover, we have the sequence y(k) is bounded almost
surely. Consider an arbitrary sample trajectory of y(k). Due
to the continuity of the function P , the sequence y(k) must
have a limit point ȳ being an optimal point, i.e. P (ȳ) = p∗ .
Since the choice of y ∗ is arbitrary from Yopt , it is without
loss of generality to take y ∗ = ȳ and have ||y(k) − ȳ|| → 0
almost surely. Then y(k) → ȳ on this sample trajectory. As a
result, we have that y(k) converges almost surely to a point in
1
1
Yopt . Because we have y(k) = A− 2 λ(k), P (y) = Q(A 2 y),
∗
∗
we also have lim ||λ(k) − λ || = 0 for some λ ∈ Λopt
k→∞

and lim Q(λ(k)) = q ∗ almost surely.
k→∞
Remark 5: In many applications, it is desired that the
agents and edges have uncoordinated stepsizes. In the case
where activated edges in any iteration share the same positive
end ((i, j) such that j ∈ Ni+ ), it is possible to guarantee
the condition (10) by requiring all local stepsizes to satisfy
(10). The overall stepsizes used must contain infinitely many
terms of at least one local stepsize sequences. On the other
hand, the summation of the squares is upper bounded by
the summations of squares of all the edges. Thus (10) is
ensured. This includes as a special case where only one edge

is allowed to be active per iteration which is typically used
in the literature.

B. Convergence Rate Estimates
In this part, we move on to convergence rate analysis by
stating the following Proposition.
Proposition 1: Suppose Assumptions 1-4 hold, then we
have the following relationship holds almost surely:
lim inf kα(k)(p∗ − P (y(k))) = 0.
k→∞

(12)


Proof: The proof is done by contradiction. Assume
that there exists some  > 0 and k̄ > 0 such that for all
k ≥ k̄, we have: kα(k)(p∗ − P (y(k))) ≥ .P
Thus: α(k)(p∗ −
∞

∗
P (y(k))) ≥ kP
, ∀k ≥ k̄, which implies
k=k̄ α(k)(p −
∞
1
P (y(k))) ≥  k=k̄ k = ∞. This contradicts the results in
Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 and the proof is complete.
Remark 6: The above result can be interpreted as follows.
For sufficiently many iterations it is possible to observe at
least one iteration where the value obtained at this iteration is
arbitrarily close to q ∗ . However, it is not guaranteed to be true
for upcoming iterations. But at least it allows us to establish
some estimate of the convergence rate under Assumption
4 which is rather weak. Moreover, the convergence rate
depends on how the stepsizes are chosen. Suppose we choose
δ
1
the stepsize such that α(k) = (k+1)
q , where 2 < q ≤ 1 and
∗
δ > 0. Define the sequence b(k) = inf P (y ) − P (y(k)). If
i≤k

we require lim inf b(k) < , we have: lim inf k 1−q b(k) = 0.
k→∞

k→∞

1
Thus, we have a sublinear convergence rate of O( k1−q
) in
the lim inf sense.

It is shown in [1] that the subgradient method with fixed
stepsize has a convergence rate of O( √1k ) to the neighborhood of the optimal value. Since we have 21 < q ≤ 1,
the almost sure convergence rate that can be guaranteed is
no better than the subgradient method. However, this is to
be expected due to the weaker assumptions we make and
the fact that we are using diminishing stepsizes to ensure
almost convergence to the exact optimal value. It can also
be observed that. when q approaches one, the convergence
rate estimates become arbitrarily slow. We now state another
sublinear convergence estimate in a stochastic setting under
the following assumption which can be guaranteed by requiring that gQ (λ) is bounded for all λ.
Assumption 5: There exists a scalar G > 0, such that

we have lim ||y(k) − y ∗ || = 0 for some y ∗ ∈ Yopt
k→∞

and lim P (y(k)) = p∗ almost surely. Moreover, define
k→∞

Pbest (k) =
fies

max E[P (y(i))|Fi−1 ], we have Pbest (k) satis-

i=0,1,...,k

Pk
R2 + G2 i=1 α2 (i)
p − Pbest (k) ≤
Pk
2 i=1 α(i)
∗

and thus converges to p∗ almost surely.

Proof: Because of the way we define P and y, Assump1
tion 5 implies that there exists another constant G = ||A 2 ||c
such that ||gP (y(k))|| ≤ G. Applying the law of total expectations to (8) iteratively [2, Proposition D.5 (b), Appendix
D], we have E[||ỹ(k + 1)||2 |Fk ] ≤ E[||ỹ(k)||2 |Fk−1 ] +
2
2
∗
2
α
k−1 ]) ≤ ||ỹ(0)|| +
Pk(k)G2 − 2α(k)(p
Pk− E[P (y(k))|F
2
∗
i=1 α (i)G − 2
i=1 α(i)(q − E[P (y(i))|Fi−1 ]),with
probability 1. Since we have sup ||y(0) − y ∗ || ≤ R, it
y ∗ ∈Yopt
Pk
follows that: 0 ≤ R2 −2 i=1 α(i)(p∗ −E[P (y(i))|Fi−1 ])+
Pk
2
2
i=1 α (i)G . Then
Pk
R2 + G2 i=1 α2 (i)
p∗ − Pbest (k) ≤
Pk
2 i=1 α(i)
holds almost
on the
P∞surely. Because of the
P∞assumptions
2
stepsizes,
k=0 a(k) = ∞ and
k=0 a (k) < ∞, we
establish almost sure convergence of Pbest (k) to p∗ .
Remark 7: Based on Theorem 2, we can state an improved
δ
convergence rate for the widely used stepsizes α(k) = k+1
(δ > 0) compared to the one established
R k 1 in Proposition 1.k By
Pk
1
≥ 0 1+t
dt = ln(t + 1)|0 =
using the fact that t=0 t+1
ln(k+1), a convergence rate (in a different setting) of O( ln1k )
for this choice of stepsize is established. It is also possible
to state convergence rate when the gradient ∇Q is Lipschitz
continuous which can be guaranteed by assuming that the
primal objective function is strongly convex. In this case,
sufficiently small constant stepsizes can be used to accelerate
the convergence of the algorithm and we refer the readers to
[14] for related results.

V. A N UMERICAL E XAMPLE
In this section, we study a numerical example to illustrate
our main result. In particular we consider the following
optimization problem:
min4

x∈R

||gQ (λ(k))|| ≤ G,
for all k ≥ 0, gQ ∈ ∂Q.

The following result establishes the relationship between the
number of iterations and the best estimation obtained so far.
Theorem 2: Consider the sequences λ(k) and y(k) generated by Algorithm 1. Suppose Assumptions 1-3 and Assumption 5 hold and sup ||y(0) − y ∗ || ≤ R for some R > 0.
y ∗ ∈Y

opt

Then for stepsizes such that
∞
X
k=0

α(k) = ∞ and

∞
X
k=0

α2 (k) < ∞,

(13)

4
X

xi ln 2i−1 xi

i=1

s.t. x1 − x2 = 0, x2 − x3 = 0, x3 − x4 = 0,
The Lagrangian is given by
L(x, λ) = x1 ln x1 + x2 ln 2x2 + x3 ln 4x3 + x4 ln 8x4
+ λ12 (x1 − x2 ) + λ23 (x2 − x3 ) + λ34 (x3 − x4 ),
where x = [x1 x2 x3 x4 ]T and λ = [λ12 λ23 λ34 ]T . The
ideal synchronized update for the dual variable λ is given by

 ∗
x1 (k) − x∗2 (k)
λ(k + 1) = λ(k) + α(k) x∗2 (k) − x∗3 (k) ,
x∗3 (k) − x∗4 (k)
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Fig. 1. (a) Plot of the residual of the dual variable rd = ||λ − λ∗ || versus
the number of iterations. (b) Plot of the residual of the primal variable
rpi = ||xi − x∗ || versus the number of iterations

where x∗i (k) is a solution for the corresponding primal
problem given λ(k). Each communication of two agents via
an edge is equivalent to an update on the corresponding
block of the dual variable. In this example, we assume the 3
edges (1, 2), (2, 3) and (3, 4) are activated with the following
probabilities:
• (1, 2) and (2, 3) activated: 50%;
• (2, 3) and (3, 4) activated: 30%;
• (1, 2) and (3, 4) activated: 20%;
• Other cases: 0.
4
The stepsize for the dual update is chosen as α(k) =
3 .
(k+1) 4

The simulation results are averaged over 1000 runs with each
run consisting of 10000 iterations. The plots for the residuals
of both dual variables and primal variables are given in Fig.
1(a) and Fig. 1(b) respectively. It can be indeed observed
that, both dual and primal variables tend to λ∗ and x∗ as the
number of iterations tends to infinity which is guaranteed by
our main result with probability one.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We have proposed an edge based asynchronous distributed
dual algorithm to minimize the sum of convex objective functions. The analysis was done by viewing the asynchronous
algorithm as block coordinate ascent for a concave function.
Under relatively weak assumptions on the objective function,
sufficient conditions on the communications between agents
and stepsizes were provided to prove almost sure convergence of the algorithm. Sublinear convergence rate estimates
1
were stated if k+1
-type stepsizes are used. A numerical
example was given to illustrate our main result. Future work
will focus on conditions that enable the use of uncoordinated
stepsizes for all agents for the general case and detailed
modelling of the primal updates. We are also interested in
investigating deterministic protocols to activate edges such
as round-robin and persistently exciting protocols.
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